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D Ink Editions, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. A one-weekend stand over a year ago, and now they re coworkers. Being a woman
in TV is hard enough, but when the boss is trying to derail Radhika O Leary s career from behind the
scenes, she has to make sure every aspect of her work--and her life--stands up to scrutiny. Of
course, the double standard is alive and well and Malcolm Jones, the broadcast meteorologist
known as Colm to his friends and The Hurricane Hottie to his fangirls, knows that fame can hurt just
as much as it helps. When Colm moves to DC, he s excited to work with Radhika--her professional
reputation is sparkling, and so are the kisses they shared that one weekend over a year ago when
he was in town covering a blizzard. But when Radhika is paired up with Colm for a project, all she
sees is a looming storm over her carefully constructed career. Sparks still fly between the two
journalists, and if they re not careful, lightning might strike and alter the course of their lives
forever.
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Reviews
This book is very gripping and fascinating. Yes, it is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this pdf to discover.
-- La va da Nikola us
This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way in fact it is simply after i finished reading this publication by which basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS
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